Begin the installation by following Patcraft’s modular installation guidelines for site conditions and proper floor preparation.

1. The starting point in a tile installation must be as near to the center of the room as possible.

2. Snap perpendicular chalk lines that intersect at the center of the room. Verify 90° angles with a laser square or a 3-4-5 triangle.

3. Test a dry-install for pattern layout and placement.

4. Apply LokDots, Shaw 5000, 5100, 5036 or 5900 when installing carpet tile only.

5. When installing carpet tile in combination with Mixed Materials resilient apply Patcraft MM800 using a 1/16” x 1/32” x 1/32” u-notch trowel.

6. Starting on center, install tiles using the patterns featured.

7. Ensure proper alignment of tiles.

8. Flow into the adjacent quadrants outward toward the perimeter walls. When installing at the perimeter walls, make perimeter cuts at this time.

9. For additional questions please contact Technical Support at 800.471.7429.
For more information on installing facet tile including an instructional video visit patcraft.com, call 800.241.4014 or scan the QR code to the left.

*Directional arrows are featured on the back of the tile. Numbers within the arrows are for manufacturing purposes and are not related to installation.*